SENATE ACTION (SESSION)

Nominations Received and Referred to SJU:

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE SUPERIOR COURT:
- Paul J. Vichness, of Roseland.
- Michael J. Nelson, of Newark.
- Peter J. Vazquez, of West Caldwell.
- Deborah J. Venezia, of Colonia.

TO BE A JUDGE OF THE TAX COURT:
- Harold A. Kuskin, of Bernardsville.

TO BE A MEMBER OF THE CASINO CONTROL COMMISSION:
- Linda M. Kassekert, of Pennsauken, to replace James Hurley, resigned.

Bills Introduced:

S1928    Inverso,P    Charitable gift annuity-concerns invest.   REF SCM
S1929    Ciesla,A    MV repairs-reg. after market parts   REF SCM
S1930    Bryant,W    Distance learning network aid-concerns   REF SED
S1931    Palaia,J    Firearms, 1,000 ft pub or priv sch-proh.   REF SLP
S1932    Palaia,J    Save Retired Racehorses-auth lic plate   REF STR
S1933    Matheussen,J/Palaia,J    Fallen FF-auth. lic. plate   REF STR
S1934    Matheussen,J/Palaia,J    Forensic lab. fees, sexual assault-estab   REF SJU
S1935    Singer,R    Bloodborne pathogens-concerns consent   REF SHH
S1936    Connors,L/Ciesla,A    Drug free zone-pub. assisted housing   REF SCU
S1937    Allen,D/Palaia,J    Vets' org. posts-rehab.;$300K   REF SLP
S1938    Allen,D/Palaia,J    Fire hydrant obstruction-offense   REF SLP
S1939    Suliga,J    Redevel. plans-concerns land use   REF SEN
S1940    Smith,B/Singer,R    Law Enforcement Charitable Integrity Act   REF SCM
S1941    Kavanaugh,W/Bark,M+1    Amer. Indian Tribes-recognizes   REF SSG
S1942    Singer,R/Cardinale,G    PIP-injured party prov. cert info.   REF SCM
S1943    Littell,R    Sci and Tech Comm.-programs;$632K   REF SEG
S1944    Singer,R    Fatal accidents-test blood alco. req.   REF SLP
S1945    Bagger,R    Fair Housing Act-protects cert. mun.   REF SCU
S1946    Fumari,G    Charter sch applications-concerns   REF SED
S1947    Martin,R    Pupils, teachers-wear protective devices   REF SED
S1948    McNamara,H    Underground storage tank finan-concerns   REF SEN
S1949    Palaia,J    Hiring preference, law enforcement-estab   REF SLP
S1950    Gormley,W    CDS-concerns sale   REF SJU
S1951    Lance,L    Corp bus tax-clarity deduct, cert taxes   REF SBA
SCR74    Palaia,J     Individuals w/disab Ed Act-fully fd.   REF SED
SR82    Palaia,J/Connors,L+1    Asm Task Force on Waterway Safety-create   REF SLP
SR83    Sweeney,S/Lesniak,R    Vet, disab-concerns full retire. pay   REF SLP
SR94    Coniglio,J/Ernst,R    Korea Defense Svc Medal-Presid enact leg   REF SLP
SR95    Gill,N    Umbro running shoes-condemns   REF SSG
Bills On Emergency Resolution:

A727 AaScaSa (3R) Greenstein,L/Van Drew,J+62 Unsolicited telemarketing sales-proh. (20-0) (Lost) (Buono)
S1038 ScaSa (2R) Bark,M Racing Comm.-reconstitutes memb. (36-0) (Bark)

Bills Passed:

A380 Wisniewski,J/Geist,G+1 Paydays falling on nonwork days-concerns (39-0)
A607 Sca (1R) Arnone,M/Gusciora,R+4 Computers, used-recycling and reuse (39-0)
A625 Aca (1R) Arnone,M/Guear,G+5 Gambler-request placement self-excl list (39-0)
A1374 Corodemus,S/Chivukula,U Internet-make meeting notices available (38-0)
A1586 Aa Gregg,G/Green,J+7 Dog, dangerous-proh. debarking (38-1)
A1769 ScaSa (2R) Sires,A/Chivukula,U+1 Pub. util. shutoffs, cert.-notify police (38-0)
ACR84 Aca (1R) Stanley,C/Burzichelli,J+2 Organ/tissue donations-promote awareness (39-0)
S213 Sca (1R) Connors,L Personal watercraft-revise laws (38-0)
S390 Sca (1R) Sacco,N/Kenny,B DOT-estab. emerg. response control prog (37-1)
S458 ScaSa (2R) Turner,S/Sacco,N+3 Commercial mv-inspection pilot prog (38-0)
S573/890 ScaSa (SCS/1R) Codey,R/Inverso,P+12 Handgun, retail sales-impose restriction (29-3)
S773 Sca (1R) Lance,L+2 MV reg., cert.-concerns (39-0)
S829 ScaSa (2R) Connors,L/Matheussen,J+1 Mun. emp. health care waiver-auth ext. (38-0)
S1038 ScaSa (2R) Bark,M Racing Comm.-reconstitutes memb. (37-0)
S1243 Littell,R MV, conserv. dist.-exemp. reg. fees (36-0)
S1304 Sca (SCS) Cardinale,G/Beaer,B+3 Cable television competition-concerns (37-0)
S1495 Sca (1R) Bryant,W Ergonomics in Ed. Study Comm.-estab. (39-0)
S1498 Sca (SCS) Inverso,P/Turner,S+3 Sch. breakfast prog.-mand. participation (39-0)
S1688 ScaSa (1R) Furnari,G/Suliga,J+2 Radioactive waste, low-level-revise laws (39-0)
S1692 ScaSa (1R) Turner,S+1 Snowmobile, all-terrain veh.-penal. (39-0)
SCR14 Bark,M+2 Transp. infrastructure-coord. w/pub util (39-0)
SR59 Inverso,P/McNamara,H+4 Breast Cancer Awareness Mo.-Oct. 2002 (Voice)
SR65 Cafiero,J/Buono,B+3 Anti-cancer drugs, oral-Medicare cover (Voice)
SR77 Bennett,J/Kyrillos,J+1 Sept. 11 memor.-Gateway Natl. Rec. Area (Voice)

Bills Substituted:

A607 Sca (1R) Arnone,M/Gusciora,R+4 Computers, used-recycling and reuse SUB FOR S1879 (1R)
A625 Aca (1R) Arnone,M/Guear,G+5 Gambler-request placement self-excl list SUB FOR S1786
A727 AaScaSa (2R) Greenstein,L/Van Drew,J+62 Unsolicited telemarketing sales-proh. SUB FOR S153/197/445/1873/1881 (SCS)
A1586 Aa Gregg,G/Green,J+7 Dog, dangerous-proh. debarking SUB FOR S1430 (1R)
S153/197/445/1873/1881 ScaSa (SCS) Bagger,R/Buono,B+11 Unsolicited telemarketing sales-proh. SUB BY A727 (2R)
S1430 ScaSa (1R) Inverso,P/Cafiero,J+3 Dog, dangerous-proh. debarking SUB BY A1586 (1R)
S1786 Palala,J+1 Gambler-request placement self-excl list SUB BY A626 (1R)
S1879 ScaSa (1R) Matheussen,J+1 Computers, used-recycling and reuse SUB BY A607 (1R)

Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:

A415 AcaSa (2R) Kean,T/Merk,R+1 Bd. of elections-expands elig. age (34-0) (Bagger)
A727 AaScaSa (3R) Greenstein,L/Van Drew,J+62 Unsolicited telemarketing sales-proh. (36-0) (Buono)
S695 Sa (1R) McNamara,H+1 Haz. substances, flood plains-concerns (35-0) (McNamara)
S919 ScaSa (SCS) Vitale,J/Matheussen,J Accredited Med Sch Clinical Clerkship (38-0) (Rice)
S1038 ScaSa (2R) Bark,M Racing Comm.-reconstitutes memb. (33-0) (Bark)
S1074 ScaSa (2R) Cardinale,G/McNamara,H+4 Eminent domain-specify cert negotiations (18-5) (Cardinale)
S1326 SaSa (2R) Bryant,W+2 Police & fire promo. exam-residency cred (34-0) (Bryant)
S1685 Sa (1R) Furnari,G+1 Home inspector-concerns lic. (34-0) (Furnari)
SUR37 Sa (1R) Cardinale,G/Lance,L Ancient Fife and Drum Corps of NJ (38-0) (Cardinale)

Bills Received from Assembly/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

A2264 Aca w/GR (2R) Stanley,C/Eagler,P+9 Health prof. lic.-crim. hist. check req.

Bills Received from Assembly/Referred to Committee:
**Bills Received from Assembly/Referred to Committee: (cont’d)**

A1325 Aca (1R) Geist,G/Chivukula,U+13 Credit card unauth use-action for damage REF SCM
A1896 Green,J/Merkt,R+1 Condo. master deeds-concerns REF SCM
A2078 Aca (1R) Cruz-Perez,N Mobile home park-multiple dwelling REF SCU
A2378 AcaAa (2R) Sarlo,P/Van Drew,J+8 Human remains, desecrate-crime REF SJU
A2424 Conners,J/Conaway,H+1 Main Street NJ prog.-concerns REF SEG
A2432 Friscia,A+2 Helping dogs-prot. from discrim. REF SEG
A2482 Aca (1R) Doria,J/Perez-Cinciarelli,E Presidents’ Council, N.J.-concerns memb. REF SED
A2545 Aca (1R) Doria,J/Perez-Cinciarelli,E+9 Distance learning network aid-concerns REF SED
A2605 Aca (1R) Friscia,A/Sarlo,P+2 Child support orders-concerns REF SHH
A2654 Aca (1R) Stender,L/Gusciora,R+2 Reclaimed asphalt-permits use REF STR
A2674/2754/2755 Acs (ACS) McKeon,J/Van Drew,J+1 Animals, cert-concern possession/release REF SEN
A2681 Cohen,N/Conaway,H Emp. contracts-proh. cert. provisions REF SLA
A2685 Aca (1R) Previte,M/Friscia,A+5 Adoption agencies-concerns REF SHH
ACR116 Weinberg,L/Sires,A+4 Med. equip., treat disab-devel standards REF SHH

**Bills Withdrawn From The Files:**

S76 Rice,R/Buono,B+11 Lead-safe housing grant-estab.;$2M FROM SCU
S1896 Matheussen,J Fallen Heroes-create mem. lic. plate FROM STR

**Co-Sponsors Added:**

S153/197/445/1873/1881 Scs (SCS) (McNamara,H)
S261 (Martin,R)
S273 (Ciesla,A)
S458 ScaSca (2R) (Matheussen,J; Palaia,J; Allen,D)
S773 Sca (1R) (Palaia,J; Allen,D)
S829 Sca (1R) (McNamara,H)
S864 (Ciesla,A)
S914 Sca (1R) (Cafiero,J)
S1074 ScaSa (2R) (Allen,D)
S1075 (Coniglio,J)
S1112 (Suliga,J)
S1263 (Connors,L)
S1304 Scs (SCS) (Palaia,J; Turner,S; Allen,D)
S1430 Sca (1R) (Sweeney,S)
S1498 Scs (SCS) (Coniglio,J)
S1554 (Turner,S)
S1688 Sca (1R) (Allen,D; Palaia,J)
S1692 Sca (1R) (Matheussen,J)
S1706 (Bagger,R)
S1770 (Bagger,R)
S1879 Sca (1R) (Palaia,J)
S1880 (Bucco,A)
S1918 (Allen,D)
S1941 (Lance,L)
SCR14 (Palaia,J; Allen,D)
SR59 (Sweeney,S)
SR77 (Palaia,J)
SR92 (Ciesla,A)

**Co-Prime Sponsors Added:**

S718 (Bucco,A)
S743 (Matheussen,J)
S829 Sca (1R) (Matheussen,J)
S846 (Singer,R)
S1430 Sca (1R) (Cafiero,J)
S1432 Sca (1R) (Matheussen,J)
S1820 (Littell,R)
Co-Sponsors Added To Bills Substituted:

A607 Sca (1R)   (Palaia,J; Matheussen,J)
A626 Aca (1R)   (Palaia,J; Allen,D)
A727 AaScaSa (3R)   (Gill,N; Smith,B; Bucco,A; Cafiero,J; Matheussen,J; Palaia,J; Sweeney,S; Adler,J; McNamara,H; Coniglio,J; Buono,B; Allen,D; Bennett,J; Codey,R; Baer,B; Bagger,R; Turner,S; Kyrllos,J; Inverso,P; Furnari,G; Singer,R; Lesniak,R; Cardinale,G)
A1586 Aa (1R)   (Palaia,J; Sweeney,S; Allen,D; Inverso,P; Cafiero,J)

Note to the September 9, 2002 Legislative Digest:

Co-Sponsor Added:

S927   (Sacco,N)

The Senate adjourned at 6:32 P.M. to meet on Thursday, October 17, 2002 (QUORUM, Committee Groups "1" and "2" scheduled to meet).

ASSEMBLY ACTION (SESSION)

Bills Introduced/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:

AR191  Sires,A/Pou,N+7   Hispanic Family Wk-desig October 21-27

Bills Introduced:

A2848    Payne,W   Core curriculum standards aid-concerns   REF AED
A2849    Previte,M/Weinberg,L   Devel disab persons-concerns limits   REF AHH
A2850    Previte,M/Weinberg,L   Devel disab persons-staff training req.   REF AHH
A2851    Conners,J/Conaway,H   Haz Discharge Site Remediation Fd;$30M   REF AEN
A2852    Weinberg,L/Johnson,G   FF, cert.-concerns death benf.   REF AHS
A2853    Caraballo,W   Absentee ballots-concerns   REF ASG
A2854    Caraballo,W   Sample ballots-concerns postage   REF ASG
A2855    Munoz,E/Gregg,G+2   Matthew's Law Limiting Use of Restraints   REF AHH
A2856    Heck,R/Russo,D   Weight/measure off.-issue summons   REF AJU
AR190    Smith,R/Van Drew,J   Co., cert-declare Natural Disaster Areas   REF AAN

Motions:

A2528 Aa (1R)   Caraballo,W/Bodine,F+6   Racing Comm.-reconstitutes memb.   To Waive 1hr. Rule (Caraballo)

Bills Passed:

A206    Friscia,A/Roberts,J+23   Lead screening-HMOs report, req.   (76-0-0)
A523    Roberts,J+2   Performing art ctrs-remove support limit   (74-0-0)
A539 Aca (1R)   Roberts,J/Vandervalk,C+4   SHBP benf. in retir.-cert. St. emp.   (68-5-3)
A1325 Aca (1R)   Geist,G/Chivukula,U+13   Credit card unauth use-action for damage   (73-0-0)
A1896    Green,J/Merk,R+1   Condo, master deeds-concerns   (76-0-0)
A2078 Aca (1R)   Cruz-Perez,N   Mobile home park-multiple dwelling   (50-25-1)
A2264 Aca w/GR (2R)   Stanley,C/Eagler,P+9   Health prof. lic.-crim. hist. check req.   (73-1-1)
A2308 AcaSca (2R)   Fisher,D/Doria,J+22   Textbook sharing-concerns   (72-1-2)
A2378 AcaAa (2R)   Sarlo,P/Van Drew,J+8   Human remains, desecrate-crime   (76-0-0)
A2424    Conners,J/Conaway,H+1   Main Street NJ prog.-concerns   (65-11-0)
A2432    Friscia,A+2   Helping dogs-prot. from discrim.   (76-0-0)
A2482 Aca (1R) Doria,J/Perez-Cinciarelli,E Presidents' Council, N.J.-concerns memb. (74-0-0)
A2545 Aca (1R) Doria,J/Perez-Cinciarelli,E+9 Distance learning network aid-concerns (75-0-0)
A2654 Aca (1R) Stender,L/Gusciora,R+2 Reclaimed asphalt-permits use (76-0-0)
A2655 Aca (1R) Stender,L/Gusciora,R+2 Reclaimed asphalt-permits use (75-0-0)

Bills Passed: (cont'd)
A2674/2754/2755 Acs (ACS) McKeon,J/Van Drew,J+1 Animals, cert-concern possession/release (75-0-0)
A2681 Cohen,N/Conaway,H Emp. contracts-proh. cert. provisions (44-24-8)
A2685 Aca (1R) Previte,M/Friscia,A+5 Adoption agencies-concerns (74-1-0)
ACR116 Weinberg,L/Sires,A+4 Med. equip., treat disab-devel standards (75-0-0)
AJR17 Sca (1R) Conaway,H/Blee,F+11 Minority & Multicultural Health Mo-Sept. (74-2-0)
AR138 Weinberg,L/Ahearn,M+2 Year of the Polio Survivor-desig. 2002 (76-0-0)
AR158 Aca (1R) Gusciora,R+1 Civilian Conserv Corps Day-March 31,2003 (73-0-3)
AR169 Stender,L/Gusciora,R+3 Recycled Asphalt Pavement-urge co/mun. (76-0-0)
AR170 Guear,G/Greenstein,L+3 Meucci, Antonio-inventor of telephone (61-3-10)
AR180 Acs (ACS) Conners,J/Chivukula,U+2 Active duty personnel-concerns retention (76-0-0)
S1097 Sca (1R) Cardinali,G Earthquake insur.-concerns endorsements (76-0-0)
S1149 Cardinali,G/Allen,D+8 Cred. card no.-proh. electronic printing (75-0-0)
S1213 Martin,R/Allen,D+1 Election bd. work-concerns unemp. benf. (75-0-0)
S1709 ScaAa (2R) Inverso,P/Palaia,J+4 Sch. bd. emp., bus driv.-dismissal (76-0-0)
SCR51 Sca (1R) Lance,L/Allen,D+2 Blood donor pub awareness campaign-estab (75-0-0)
SJR27 Vitale,J/Buono,B+7 Sexual Assault Awareness Mo-desig. April (75-0-0)

Bills Substituted:
A104 Thompson,S/Cruz-Perez,N+5 Cred. card no.-proh. electronic printing SUB BY S1149
A1903 DeCroce,A/Pennacchio,J+1 Election bd. work-concerns unemp. benf. SUB BY S1213
A2626 Aca (1R) Greenstein,L/Guear,G+2 Sch. bd. emp., bus driv.-dismissal SUB BY S1709 (2R)
AJR35 Watson Coleman,B+4 Sexual Assault Awareness Mo-desig. April SUB BY SJR27
S1149 Cardinali,G/Allen,D+8 Cred. card no.-proh. electronic printing SUB FOR A104
S1213 Martin,R/Allen,D+1 Election bd. work-concerns unemp. benf. SUB FOR S1709 (2R)
S1709 ScaAa (2R) Inverso,P/Palaia,J+4 Sch. bd. emp., bus driv.-dismissal SUB FOR A2626 (1R)
SJR27 Vitale,J/Buono,B+7 Sexual Assault Awareness Mo-desig. April SUB FOR AJR35

Bills Returned Second Reading/Amended:
A232 AacAa (2R) Friscia,A/Guear,G+1 Child, leave in veh. unattended-penalty (Friscia)
A2047 AcaAa (2R) Roberts,J+1 Local auth., surplus fds-transfer to mun (Roberts)
A2058 AcaAa (2R) Gusciora,R+1 Emp. personnel files-concerns access (Gusciora)
A2435 AaAa (2R) Gusciora,R+1 Radioactive waste, low-level-revise laws (Gusciora)
A2528 AaAa (2R) Caraballo,W/Bodine,F+6 Racing Comm.-reconstitutes memb. (Caraballo)
S1736 Aa (1R) Kyrillos,J/Palaia,J+1 Thoroughbred breeder awards-concerns (Stender)

Bills Received from Senate/Concurrence w/Senate Amendments/Given Second Reading:
A607 Sca (1R) Arnone,M/Gusciora,R+4 Computers, used-recycling and reuse
A1769 AaSca (2R) Sires,A/Chivukula,U+1 Pub. util. shutoffs, cert.-notify police

Bills Received from Senate/Without Reference/Given Second Reading:
S1038 ScaSa (2R) Bark,M Racing Comm.-reconstitutes memb.
S1688 Sca (1R) Furnari,G/Suliga,J+2 Radioactive waste, low-level-revise laws

Bills Received from Senate/Referred to Committee:
S213 Sca (1R) Connors,L Personal watercraft-revise laws REF ALP
S390 Sca (1R) Sacco,N/Kenny,B DOT-estab. emerg. response control prog REF ATR
S458 ScaAa (2R) Turner,S/Sacco,N+3 Commercial mv-inspection pilot prog REF ATR
S573/890 ScaSa (SCS/1R) Codey,R/Inverso,P+12 Handgun, retail sales-impose restriction REF ALP
S773 Sca (1R) Lance,L+2 MV regis., cert.-concerns REF ATR
Bills Withdrawn From The Files:

A784 Blee,F/D'Amato,P Drug testing vol policy-student athletes FROM AED
A1112 Garrett,E Sch. psych.-treat minors in priv. sector FROM AHH
A2799 Asselta,N Casino Reinvest Devel Auth-pineland FROM ACE

Co-Sponsors Added:

A104 (Chivukula,U; Corodemus,S)
A136 (Greenwald,L)
A206 (Conners,J; Ahearn,M)
A296 (Fisher,D)
A303 (Smith,R)
A513 (Van Drew,J; Previte,M; McKeon,J)
A523 (Previte,M; Conners,J)
A539 Aca (1R) (Greenstein,L; Conners,J)
A798 Aca (1R) (Blee,F; D'Amato,P)
A1325 Aca (1R) (Corodemus,S; Heck,R; Greenstein,L; Blee,F; D'Amato,P)
A1373 Aca (1R) (Sarlo,P; Greenstein,L; Azzolina,J)
A1768 (D'Amato,P; Blee,F)
A1896 (Chivukula,U)
A1903 (Eagler,P)
A1948 (McKeon,J)
A2058 Aca Aa (2R) (Greenstein,L)
A2233/1912 Acs (ACS) (Azzolina,J; Asselta,N; McKeon,J)
A2264 Aca w/GR (2R) (Sarlo,P; Edwards,W; Ahearn,M)
A2308 Aca Aa (2R) (Ahearn,M)
A2330 Aca (1R) (Blee,F; Edwards,W; D'Amato,P)
A2337 (Ahearn,M; Diegnan,P)
A2378 Aca Aa (2R) (Conners,J; Greenstein,L)
A2412 Aca (1R) (Heck,R)
A2424 (Azzolina,J)
A2432 (Gusciora,R; Ahearn,M)
A2491 (Greenstein,L)
A2528 Aa (1R) (Sarlo,P; Gusciora,R)
A2532 Aca (1R) (Sarlo,P; Asselta,N)
A2545 Aca (1R) (Chivukula,U; Conaway,H; Conners,J; Fisher,D)
A2625 (Smith,R)
A2626 Aca (1R) (McKeon,J; Heck,R)
A2654 Aca (1R) (Eagler,P; Previte,M)
A2655 Aca (1R) (Previte,M; Eagler,P)
A2663 Aca (1R) (Conners,C; Moran,J; Weinberg,L)
A2674/2754/2755 Acs (ACS) (Sarlo,P)
A2678 (Cruz-Perez,N; Van Drew,J)
A2682 (Greenstein,L)
A2718 (Azzolina,J)
A2835 (Vandervalk,C)
A2855 (Asselta,N; O'Toole,K)
ACR116 (Van Drew,J; Heck,R; Chivukula,U; Conaway,H)
ACR120 (Doria,J)
AJR17 Sca (1R) (Chivukula,U)
AJR35 (Heck,R; Conaway,H; Eagler,P)
AR23 (Azzolina,J)
AR138 (Conners,J)
AR158 Aca (1R) (Conners,J)
AR169 (Conners,J; Eagler,P; Previte,M)
AR170 (Chivukula,U; Sarlo,P)
AR180 Acs (ACS) (Gusciora,R; Sarlo,P)
AR189 (DeCroce,A; Wolfe,D; Blee,F; Bodine,F; Carroll,M; Chatzidakis,L; Bateman,C; D'Amato,P; Azzolina,J; DiGaetano,P;
  Doherty,M; Farragher,C; Garrett,E; Geist,G; Gregg,G; Heck,R; Holzapfel,J; Connors,C; Pennacchio,J; Vandervalk,C; Thompson,S;
Second Prime Sponsors Added:

A777 (Edwards,W)
A1930 (Asselta,N)
A2528 Aa (1R) (Bodine,F)
A2539 (Green,J)

Second Prime Sponsors Added: (cont'd)

A2543 (Green,J)
A2608 (Ahearn,M)
A2681 (Conaway,H)
A2682 (Conaway,H)
A2715 (Asselta,N)
A2771 (Smith,R)
A2795 (Edwards,W)
A2840 (McKeon,J)

Second Prime Sponsors Withdrawn:

A2528 Aa (1R) (Stender,L)

Third Prime Sponsors Added:

A2424 (Cohen,N)
A2528 Aa (1R) (Stender,L)
A2840 (Hackett,M)
A2849 (Payne,W)
A2850 (Payne,W)
AR191 (Van Drew,J)

Third Prime Sponsors Withdrawn:

A2528 Aa (1R) (Diegnan,P)

Fourth Prime Sponsors Added:

A2528 Aa (1R) (Diegnan,P)
AR191 (Cruz-Perez,N)

Co-Sponsors Added To Bills Substituted:

S1149 (Bodine,F; Chatzidakis,L; Munoz,E; Chivukula,U; Corodemus,S)
S1213 (Eagler,P)
S1709 ScaAa (2R) (McKeon,J; Heck,R)
SJR27 (Guear,G; Eagler,P; Heck,R; Conaway,H)

Prime Sponsors Added To Bills Substituted:

S1149 (Thompson,S)
S1213 (DeCroce,A)
S1709 ScaAa (2R) (Greenstein,L)
SJR27 (Watson Coleman,B)

Second Prime Sponsors Added To Bills Substituted:
The Assembly Speaker has made the following appointment:

*Effective October 1, 2002

**Corporate Business Tax Study Commission:**

Kenneth K. Gershenfeld, of Passaic.

The Assembly adjourned at 6:26 P.M. to meet on Thursday, October 10, 2002 (QUORUM, Select Committees at the call of the Assembly Speaker).

**Bills Passed Both Houses/Sent To Governor:**

A380    Wisniewski,J/Geist,G+1    Paydays falling on nonwork days-concerns
A626 Aca (1R)   Arnone,M/Guear,G+5    Gambler-request placement self-excl list
A1374 Corodemus,S/Chivukula,U   Internet-make meeting notices available
A1586 Aa (1R)   Gregg,G/Green,J+7    Dog, dangerous-proh. debarking
A2308 AcaSca (2R)   Fisher,D/Doria,J+22    Textbook sharing-concerns
AJR17 Sca (1R)   Conaway,H/Blee,F+11    Minority & Multicultural Health Mo-Sept.
S1097 Sca (1R)   Cardinale,G   Earthquake insur.-concerns endorsements
S1149   Cardinale,G/Allen,D+8    Cred. card no.-proh. electronic printing
S1213 Martin,R/Allen,D+1   Election bd.-work-concerns unemp. benf.
SJR27 Vitale,J/Buono,B+7    Sexual Assault Awareness Mo-desig. April

**Bills Signed Into Law Since Last Session (10/3/2002):**

None